
 
 
 

 
Costumes 

Costumes are the responsibility of each cast member  
and must be approved by the Director by July 14. 

 

Character Costume Description 
MOANA Layered tan skirt with raffia, red tank top, red sash around waist, tan jazz shoes, flower 

hair clip, heart of Te Fiti necklace, “glowing algae rock”. 

GRAMMA TALA Sheath dress with red print, tan wrap skirt, tan jazz shoes, flower hair piece, wooden 
cane, sheer white or cream robe/cape/fabric fitted over shoulder. 

CHIEF TUI Tan shirt, red wrap skirt and/or red shorts with greenery around waist, bone necklace 
or some kind of leafy neck ornament, red or green leaf arm band, green leaf ankle 
bracelets, tan jazz shoes or sandals with straps, wooden staff. 

SINA Tan and red tank top, layered red skirt with raffia, woven belt, tan jazz shoes, headband 
with flowers, sand dollar necklace. 

HEI HEI Sheath dresses or skirt and shirt - greens, yellows, and oranges, with layered raffia, 
feather necklace, tan jazz shoes, coconuts. 

PUA Tan or pink shirt, leafy neck ornament, tan/green/pink skirt with shorts or raffia/big 
green leaf skirt, tan jazz shoes or sandals with straps, coconuts. 

VILLAGERS Girls – Natural colored and patterned sheath dresses with raffia, flower headpieces, tan 
jazz shoes, shell/leaf/raffia necklace 
Boys – Tan shirt and green or tan shorts with big green leaf skirt or raffia, tan jazz shoes 
or sandals with straps, shell/leaf/raffia neck ornament 
Baskets (weavers), spears/nets (fishers), green leaf/raffia ankle bracelets (dancers)  

CHIEF ANCESTORS Red dress or skirt and shirt, sheer white or cream robe/cape/fabric fitted over the 
shoulder (over red costume), tan jazz shoes, flower clip/headpiece 
Try to match each other – we can chat about this costume more 

TE FITI / TE KĀ Long green dress, black and red long cloak or dress to cover green one, LED pendent 
necklace (to light up when her heart is restored), jazz shoes. 

THE OCEAN  Very flowy shades of blue dresses or skirts and tops, add airy blue cloak or extra fabric 
on arms, jazz shoes. 

MAUI Tan shirt (or body suit with Maui tattoos), green leaf skirt, green shorts, neck ornament 
(shark teeth necklace/green leaves/raffia), rope belt, tan jazz shoes or sandals with 
straps, 3 Maui hooks (original, cracked, and very damaged), bug antenna, large bug-like 
sunglasses, shark fin, hawk wings or hawk puppet. 

GATE MONSTER / MONSTERS Add gate monster mask to costume. 

TAMATOA Purple shiny long sleeve leotard, purple tutu/skirt, gold shiny short cape, purple tights, 
headband antenna, black jazz shoes or shiny shoes. 

LEFT & RIGHT CLAW Purple long sleeve leotard, purple leggings, gold fabric attached to upper back and 
down claw arm, one claw on right/left hand, jazz shoes. 

SHINY ENSEMBLE All gold outfit or added gold pieces to costume. 

 
Hair should be pushed back out of your face; Make up is at the discretion of the actor  

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED OR DIRECTED BY THE DIRECTOR. 
 

Actors are encouraged to bring in costumes to any rehearsal for approval but ALL COSTUMES ARE DUE July 14.  
Please keep costumes at home.  Costumes should be worn for all rehearsals beginning July 28. 


